Appendix 18
CPD evaluation

The ANZCA CPD Program requires you to complete an evaluation of your program at the end of the triennium. Evaluation helps you to assess your achievements and whether your learning needs were met.

Review the CPD plan you developed at the start of the triennium and the activities you have completed. If you have included notes in the text box provided when recording each activity, reviewing these notes will make the evaluation process much easier. Consider the relative learning value of activities, any problems encountered and how effective activities were in helping you put new learning into practice.

The following questions may help you to write your brief evaluation:

Which activities were most valuable?
Which activities did I enjoy participating in the most?
Have any other learning needs been highlighted/identified?
Is there a specific area of practice I should plan to address in my next CPD cycle?
Should I complete similar or different practice evaluation activities next time?
What new learning methods should I aim to try or be involved in next time?